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Business training for fashion companies 

Three Good practices - Germany 

 

Good practice #1: Regional Office Hamburg/Mecklenburg-

Vorpommern/Schleswig-Holstein / Competence Centre Cultural and 

Creative Industries / Initiative Cultural and Creative Industries 

 

1)   Description  
 

Character 

Individual coaching talks 
 

Target group 

Creative entrepreneurs, freelancers and small companies in the field of culture and 

creative industries 
 

Organizer  

Federal Ministry of Economy and Technology, Commissioner of the Federal Government 

for Culture and Media; in cooperation with the Ministries of Justice, of Finances, of Work 

and Social Issues, of Education and Research; supported by the states, organizations and 

individual players 
 

Funding 

See above 
 

Costs 

For free 
 

Length / Nr. Participants  

* individual 

* 1 
 

Topics / Contents 

* clarification of first entrepreneur ideas 

* economical development of one concrecte business idea 

* linking to specific offers to the cultural and creative industries on the spot 

* showing of suitable possibilities of existing economic promotion  

* networking and exchange of experiences  
 

 

Methods / Structure 

* individual coaching adjusted to specific needs 
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Special features 

Information Portal 

Information provided on juridical and economic issues, on aspects of financing and 

funding as well as on current announcements and activities in the single federal states 

 

Competition 

At the end of the competition »Cultural and Creative Pilotes Germany« highly innovative 

business concepts are awarded a prize. The competition is part of the Initiative Cultural 

and Creative Industries. 
 

 

2)  Success factors  
 

Individuality 

One-on-One conversations guarantee that one’s very special needs and questions will 

satisfyingly be answered. 
 

Advisor qualifications 

Being experienced in themselves working on own projects in the field of creative and 

cultural industries the advisors are familiar with problems young entrepreneurs 

have to face. Being experienced in advising such ones for years the advisors are capable 

of finding the right answers and solutions.  
 

Network 

As the Regional Offices act on behalf of the Initiative Cultural and Creative Industries 

they are part of a huge nationwide network for information, coaching and cross-

linkage, from which entrepreneurs and small businesses heavily profit. Above, the 

offices intensively cooperate with funding and support programmes on site.   
 

 

3) Transferability 

For discussion 
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Good practice #2: Starting Your Own Successful Creative Business / 

International Summer School of Creative Entrepreneurship at Berlin 

Career College 
 

1) Description  
 

Character 

Group sessions 
 

Target group 

Freelancers and self employed creatives as well as creative entrepreneurs who want to 

turn their creative idea into a viable business; employees or owners/directors of 

existing businesses who want to develop and implement innovative ideas. 
 

Organizer  

Berlin University of the Arts, Berlin Career College, Central Institute of Advanced 

training 
 

Funding 

Co-funded by the Berlin Senate Chancellery / Cultural Affairs and the European Regional 

Development Fund  
 

Costs 

€ 480,00 
 

Length / Nr. Participants  

* 5 days with ca. 6 – 7  hours of lecture and training a day 

* 8 – 15 participants 
 

Topics  

* business drivers 

* blueprint and relationship modeling 

* contracts 

* marketing and key financial concepts 

* Intellectual property 
 

Contents 

*  Aligning  the own business with the own personal values and objectives 

* Giving shape to the own ideas in terms of business potential 

* Developing the own business blueprint 

* Identifying the own customer base and planning marketing activities 

* Relationship modeling for the own business activities 

* Financial modeling to ensure the finances make business sense 

* Communication with customers and staying in business 
 

 

Methods / Structure 

* workshop sessions including lectures, group discussions, international case studies, 

exercises and individual work as well as experiential group activities and informal peer 

support 
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* the training is based on tried and tested methods from the 

»Creative Enterprise Toolkit« by the British Innovation Agency NESTA 
 

 

Special feature: Individual Coaching 

Additional individual coaching for participants available on demand. 
 

 

2) Success factors  
 

Internationality 

The internationality of the participants grants new and interesting possibilities of 

exchange. 
 

Trainer qualifications 

* Ulrike Müller: creative business consultant and executive coach for the creative 

branches based in Berlin, holding long-termed experiences in leading creative 

businesses with a focus on innovation, process and resources.  

* Nicola Turner: well-experienced in the creative and cultural industries in the UK, 

now working as an arts consultant, currently delivering the International Creative 

Entrepreneurs program for Creative Scotland, working on projects for the Paul Hamlyn 

Foundation and advising on the Accelerate Programme for British Council Australia. 
 

Beyond 

The International Summer School of Creative Entrepreunership offers attractive 

courses on e.g. human branding and self-positioning, marketing, creative leadership or 

communication as well,   
 

 

3) Transferability 

For discussion 
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Good practice #3: Fashion competition »Start you fashion business« / 

Berlin – Made to create 
 

1) Description  
 

Character 

Competition 
 

Target group  

Graduates from Berlin fashion schools, fashion designers located in Berlin (up to 5 years 

after graduation), graduates from other fashion schools and designers who intend the 

foundation of an own label in Berlin  
 

Organizers 

Senate department for economy, technology and women in cooperation with projekt 

zukunft Berlin, Technologie Coaching Center, Agency V 
 

Funding 

Co-financed by  the European Fund for regional development (EFRE) 
 

Length / Nr. Participants 

* Taking place once a year, duration from call to closing about 6 months  

* Indefinite number of possible applicants -> definition of the Top Ten -> 3 finalists 
 

Costs 

Participation is for free 
 

  

Contents / Topics 

* business plan  * fashion design 

* juridical issues  * fashion presentations 
 

Structure 
 

Competition 

Out of all submissions an independent, competent jury selects the ten most convincing 

applicants whose business plans in a next step get rated by experts from the Creative 

Coaching Centre.  The Top Ten then is asked to submit a concept for a next season’s 

collection. 

Based on the examination of the business plans and the collection concepts, the jury 

selects 3 finalists who present their works on the next Berlin Fashion Week 

Prizes 

* Top Ten labels: possibility to attend a one day’s workshop (for free) on juridical issues, 

such as legal forms or trademark rights, related to the fashion industry; above: direct 

feedback on their business plans by experts from the Creative Coaching Center. 

* 3 finalists: additionally each 3 individual coaching sessions; beyond that: they 3 days of 

coaching in economically relevant issues through renowned experts of the Creative 

Coaching Centre Berlin; besides: presentation on the Berlin Fashion Week, possibilities 

of presentations on fairs abroad. 
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The 3 finalists are awarded the following prize money 

1. € 25.000  2. € 15.000  3. € 10.000 

 

Requirements 

* being part of the target group, having compiled at least 2 collections prior to the 

competition, not being one of the finalists of a former »Start your Fashion Business«-

competition 

* application documents: argumentation on the appliance, portrait photo, curriculum 

vitae, documentation of collections compiled up to now, business plan, declaration of 

intent regarding the foundation of a label based in Berlin  
 

Selection criteria 

* unique selling proposition  * clear positioning and target group 

* tradeability of the collection  * innovation level / outstanding design 

* convincing business plan  * basic economic knowledge 
 

 

2) Success factors  

Specification on fashion 

The competition »Start Your own Fashion Business« is an unique offer to 

entrepreneurs from the fashion industries considering the particularity of the branch 

and its’ very special needs and interests.  
 

Dual support  

To ensure the successful establishing of new fashion businesses in Berlin, the Senate 

Department together with its’ partners pursues a dual support strategy consisting of 

the two very essential components for realizing a fashion label: money plus 

knowledge. Above, the popularity of the label is fostered through its’ placing on Berlin 

Fashion Week. The process of building up the own label is accompanied by 

professional coaches. 
 

Political and economical interest 

The creative industry is considered to be one of Berlin’s important location factors. 

Therefore there is a true interest in locating young and fresh businesses at the city. On 

the part of the politics there is put very much effort in fostering those innovative 

entrepreneurs such as fashion label founders. 
 

Jury and Trainer qualifications 

The jury selecting the TOP TEN consists of independent experts from different 

segments of the fashion branch, such as from fashion businesses, important fashion- 

and lifestyle magazines, well established labels, fair operators or agencies. The 

Trainers of Kreativ Coaching Center, who are on hand with help and advice for the 

winners are exclusively experts in the fields of business consultancy holding 

renowned expertise.  
 

3) Transferability 

For discussion. 


